DIRECTIONS TO THE STATE HOUSE ANNEX AND PARKING

A. FROM THE SOUTH (SOUTHERN NJ)

Take **I-295 NORTH** to the **Trenton-Shore Points, 29/129, I-195 Exit**. Soon after you exit the road splits. Go left (Trenton 29/129) and remain in the right lane. Stay left as the road splits again and exit onto **RTE. 29, TRENTON, CAPITAL COMPLEX**. Take **RTE. 29 NORTH** through the tunnel and traffic lights and take the MEMORIAL DRIVE EXIT. Next you will come to the light across from the **WAR MEMORIAL** (you are on Memorial Drive now); Bear right after the light and as you approach another light you will see two exit lanes. Take the right-most exit which will bring you into the drive around the **New Jersey State Parking Lot #5b**. As you drive around the parking lot, you will see the sign **“CAPITOL COMPLEX PARKING.”** Turn right just past the sign, proceeding through another traffic light. Bear left and stop at the blue guard station to let them know you are attending the public hearing. The guards will direct you to **VISITOR PARKING** as well as Committee Room #11, the hearing location.

*IF YOU TAKE THE NJ TURNPIKE NORTH*, get off at **EXIT #7** and follow the signs to **I-295 NORTH**, then see instructions in "A".

B. FROM THE NORTH (NORTHERN NJ)

Take the **NJ TURNPIKE SOUTH** to **EXIT #7A** and take I-195 West to Trenton, then see instructions in "A" at **Trenton-Shore Points, 29/129, I-195 Exit**.

C. FROM THE EAST (EASTERN NJ)

Take **I-195 West** to where it connects to **RTE. 29** going to Trenton. Follow directions in "A" at **Trenton-Shore Points, 29/129, I-195 Exit**.